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Abstract

Human performance often depends on the wearing comfort of the clothing system under challenging climatic conditions. This has led researchers to explore various approaches to improving wearing comfort and trying to understand thermophysiological processes. The field of thermophysiology is most important in Sporttech, Medtech, and Protech applications, where clothing system performance is especially critical. We, the RespothermTex team, have conducted research concerning microclimate conditions and using thermoresponsive polymers to automatize the transport of warmth and humidity through a clothing system. This technology opens the possibilities for smart multifunctional clothing systems.
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Introduction

The well-being of humans is closely linked to the climatic conditions in the surroundings, so humankind has always tried to provide help with clothing. The altered awareness of health and individuality leads to changes in requirements for clothing. In addition, an increasing number of people is becoming more aware of environmental issues whilst requirements regarding functionality and cost continue to rise. This opens a wide field of possibilities for innovation.

Depending on the end-user and usage scenario, different clothing systems are required. A clothing system in this context is defined as different pieces of clothing which interact e.g. the base layer, the insulation layer as well as the wind and waterproof shell. Good clothing systems should provide the function of protecting the body from warmth and humidity through a clothing system. This technology opens the possibilities for smart multifunctional clothing systems. A clothing system has to face the challenge to be the best compromise between different competing properties, which are illustrated in the Figure 1.

The research group RespothermTex from the University of Applied Sciences Albstadt-Sigmaringen pursues a different approach. The goal is to improve the thermophysiological comfort by using a smart way to automatize the transport of warmth and humidity through a clothing system by using thermoresponsive polymers.

Application of thermoresponsive polymers

The group RespothermTex from the University of Applied Sciences Albstadt-Sigmaringen pursues a different approach. The goal is to improve the thermophysiological comfort by using a smart way to automatize the transport of warmth and humidity through a clothing system by using thermoresponsive polymers.

Those polymers are able to decrease in volume if the temperature rises above a certain level. As soon as the temperature decreases below this level this process is reversed and the polymer expands.

Chemist define this temperature (T_{LCST}) as the lower critical solution temperature (LCST). The LCST of thermoresponsive polymers in general depend on polymer degree of polymerization and polydispersity. The associated changes in shape make them ideal candidates for smart materials, e.g. for thermal and moisture control in textiles.

The Figure 1 shows the challenges of a clothing system and Figure 2 show this reversible process in principle. The interdisciplinary project team started in 2015 with the screening of commercialized thermoresponsive polymers, design and synthesis of new polymers. It then went on to the screening and chemical functionalization of suitable substrates through surface treatment and application of polymers on substrates. At the moment, the testing and optimization
of functionalized samples is ongoing. In order to define the LCST range a study on the microclimatic conditions was performed.

Microclimate in clothing systems

To design applicable solutions for various end-user scenarios, it is necessary to understand the interdependence of the microclimates between the different layers of textiles. To keep the wearer in the best possible condition, it is necessary to avoid condensation in between the layers of a textile system. This is of highest importance to prevent the wearer from early fatigue and to increase their safety in challenging situations, especially in hazardous working environments or during a competition.

Therefore, a study to interlayer climatic conditions was conducted with five male subjects at the age of 20 to 30 at the University of Applied Sciences Albstadt-Sigmaringen. The aim of this study was to gain a more profound insight into temperature and humidity conditions within a clothing system. Moreover, the results collected during this trial are used to define the temperature and humidity range for the research approach of improving the wearing comfort through the use of thermoresponsive polymers.

The test setup was on a treadmill at 23°C and 50% r. h. with the following protocol:

1. 5 minutes “warm-up” with 60 – 65% of individual maximal heart rate
2. 15 minutes “basic endurance” with 65 – 75% of individual maximal heart rate
3. 5 minutes “muscular endurance” with 75 – 90% of individual maximal heart rate
4. 5 minutes “cool-down” with 60 – 65% of individual maximal heart rate

Sensors to collect temperature and moisture were placed on the back, the chest and the forearm of the examinee. They wore a combination of a base layer and two different jackets – one with a barrier layer based on a dot laminated membrane, the other barrier layer based on a coating. The evaluations show a broad variety of temperatures and humidity on the different testing spots. This supports the concept of body-mapping to adapt the textile system to the different needs. A barrier layer within the clothing system leads to higher temperature, which consequently leads to more sweat and in the end to discomfort. This shows that the porosity and resistance properties of the textile layers are playing a major role, which has to be considered for the design development.

Conclusions and Outlook

Multifunctional clothing that is beneficial to the wearer is more and more required. The general aim of the research project RespothermTex is to improve the wearing comfort for a variety of user groups and different clothing systems. The adaptation of the thermoresponsive polymer to a defined LCST for different applications will lead to the design and product development of new innovative smart textiles, which can adapt to different surroundings actively.

The presented developments show that there is still a lot of research work required in order to understand the mechanisms inside clothing systems, before developing self-adaptive clothing systems for a highly competitive market. Therefore, one of the key factors is interdisciplinary teamwork integrating the future end-user in the development process to create reliable and multi-functional equipment that is fit for meeting individual daily challenges.
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